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Introduction

Cookies are computer data storage programs, which enable a web site (https://www.sbismart.com/) to record a visitor's activities from his/her computer hard drive. A cookie is placed on our server for as long as a session is active.

Understanding how and why we use cookies

We at SBICAP Securities Ltd. use cookies on our online portal (https://www.sbismart.com) and web applications to create the most effective user experience possible.

Cookies may be used to allow you to log on to Web-Trading, choice of log-in preferences, request for default products & services and use of financial cum charting tools. The cookies primarily help us to improve your experience when using our portal.

Please read carefully and do not click on any local / external site and/or product terms and conditions which may pop up while you are using sbismart.com website or product.

Third Party Cookies

We may entitle third-party service providers to place cookies through our sites to provide us with better insights into the use of the Sites or user demographics or to provide relevant utilities to you. These third parties may collect information about a user’s online activities over time when users visit our websites.

Changes to the Cookies Policy

We may occasionally amend this Cookies Policy to reflect our activities and user feedback, and we reserve the right to make changes to this Cookies Policy at any time. We encourage you to check the cookie policy frequently in order to be informed of how we are committed to protecting your information and providing you with improved content on our sites just to enhance your experience.

Frequently asked questions

i. Can cookies pass on my personal information to others?

We do not share any personal information gathered through cookies on this site with any third parties.

We may use ‘analytics’ cookies on this site to help us make our portal better for those who visit it regularly and in doing so we do run analytical models on certain limited information thus gathered.

ii. How you can manage your cookies

The browsers of most computers, smartphones and other web-enabled devices are typically set up to accept cookies. If you wish to amend your cookie preferences for any site, you can do this through your browser settings. Your browser’s 'help' function will tell you how to do this.
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However, please remember that cookies are often used to enable and improve certain functions on our portal/web applications. If you choose to switch certain cookies off, it is likely to affect your experience on our portal/web application.

iii. Can cookies allow others access to my computer’s hard drive?

The cookies we use cannot look into your computer, smartphone or web-enabled device and obtain information about you or your family or read any material kept on your hard drive.

iv. If I use a public computer, will someone be able to get my details from the cookies?

We do not recommend our clients to use public computer for trading or enquiry purposes on financial matter. However, if you have to use in an exception circumstance, we strongly recommend you to clear the cache and not save any passwords.